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1. INTRODUCTION 
A control system may be viewed as effecting a transformation, under fixed 
initial conditions, ofthe input, the control, to the output; the controls are to 
be chosen from a given family of functions, and consequently the outputs are 
members of a set of functions. This viewpoint may be extended in various 
ways. For example, the initial conditions may be allowed to vary within a 
given set. Alternatively, one may start with a set of possible outputs, and try 
to find one or more allowed controls and permissible initial conditions, 
which will yield the set of outputs. Put concretely, one can ask when a 
spacecraft, starting at one of a set of initial conditions, and “steered” by one 
of a set of prescribed controls, can be made to follow any one of a family of 
curves, with preassigned . velocity. This, roughly, is what is meant by 
“reproducibility.” Reproducibility has been studied extensively by a number 
of investigators [ 1-5, 10, 111. 
Here we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the reproducibility 
of linear time-varying, as well as time-invariant input-output systems, and 
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give sufficient conditions for the reproducibility of nonlinear input-output 
systems. 
Formally, let Z be an interval inR, and let V, U be open sets in R”, R”, 
respectively. 
Consider the expression 
i = f(t, x, co) 
and the associated (output) equation 
Y = g(t, x9 w). 
Conditions on the smoothness of the mappings f: Z x V x U+ R”, g: 
Z X V x U + Rp will be given as needed. 
Let the continuous mapping u: J+ U be defined on a subinterval, J, of I; u 
is called an admissible control (input) for system (1) and for the pair 
(to, x,,) E J x V if the initial value problem 
1 = j-(6 x, u(t)), X(&J = x0 9 
has a unique solution 4:J-r V defined on all of J. 
The mapping v: J+ Rp, defined by 
is called the output determined by u and by the initial condition (to, x0). The 
correspondence u ++ v = F(u) is called, for fixed initial conditions (to, x0) E 
Z x V, ,the input-output mapping defined by (1). 
One can consider F to be a mapping of one function space into another, 
the properties ofthe mapping F providing information about the properties 
of system (1). Thus if F is one-to-one (injective), a unique control will yield 
a given output; if F is onto (surjective), thensome paths in RP will be 
reproducible using admissible inputs. We study the surjectivity of F for 
linear systems, the local properties ofF for nonlinear systems, described by
(l), and the determination of the inputs from given output functions. 
Although the properties ofF ultimately will play an important role, it is 
convenient to define reproducibility w hout explicit reference toF, and to 
consider general, rather than permanently fixed initial conditions (to, x0) E 
Z x V. Our definition of reproducibility therefore differs somewhat from the 
corresponding definition framed by others (see [ 1, 21). The two definitions 
are compared, and their elationships treated, inSection 2. 
Consider system (1). Let H = g(Z x V x u) c Rp, let y. E H, and let 
S( y,) be the set of pairs (to, x0) E Z x V for which there is an CC)~ E U such 
that &to, x0, wo> = Y,. 
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DEFINITION 1. System (1) is called locally C-reproducible, r > 0, at a 
point yO in the interior fH, if there xists an open set W c Rp with 
(9 Y. E K 
(ii) for every (to, x0) E S(y,) and every Gmapping w: J-+ W defined 
on some interval Jc Z with to E J, and I,v(~,) = yo, there is an admissible 
control u: J-, U satisfying 
for all t E J. 
@(to> = x0 9 Pa) 
(2b) 
If W = H = Rp, system (1) will be said to be globally CT-reproducible. 
If the mapping g is independent ofw then the study of the reproducibility 
of (1) is much simplified. We start by making this assumption in our 
treatment oflinear input-output systems. 
2. REPRODUCIBILITY OF LINEAR SYSTEMS 
We shall need 
LEMMA 1. Let L(r, s) denote the space of linear mappings from IF?’ to RS 
with the usual norm and let M: Z + L(r, s) be a Ck-mapping, k > 0. Zf 
rank M(t) = s, t E z, 
then there exists a Ck-mapping E: I+ L(s, r) with 
M(t) E(t) = id, 
for all t E Z, id, denoting the identity mapping in IRS. 
Proof. The existence ofa local right Ck-inverse ofM(r) for every r E I 
follows immediately b continuity: here is an open interval Z,containing 7, 
and a Ck-mapping E,: I, n I+ L(s, r) such that M(t) E,(t) = id, for all 
t E I, n I. 
Now we piece together these local results bya partition of unity. Consider 
a countable (Y-partition of unity {wi}E i subordinate othe covering {Z,} of 
Z (see [7, Theorem 3-l 11). For each positive integer i choose rI E Z such that 
the interval I,, contains the support of w,. Let E, = E,, and 
E(t) = f wi(t) Ei(t) 
i=l 
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for t E I. Note that E is of class Ck. It follows, from the linearity of M(t), 
that 
iv(t) E(t) = \“- wi(t) M(t) E,(t) = id, 
(T, 
for all t E I. I 
The mapping E will be called a global right inverse of M. 
Consider the linear time-varying system 
i = A(t)x + B(t)w, (34 
y = c(t)& t3b) 
where xE R”, o E Rm, yERP and A: Z+L(n,n), B: Z-tL(m,n), C: 
z -+ L(n, PI. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that the mappings A and B are of class C-l, 
r 2 1, and that C is of class C’. System (3) is locally C-reproducible at 
0 E Rp if and only ifrank C(t) B(t) = p for all t E I. Furthermore, if system 
(3) is locally C-reproducible at 0, then it is globally C-reproducible at every 
point of Rp by means of C’-l-inputs. 
Proof We show first that he condition rank C(t) B(t) = p for all tE Z is 
necessary. Let W be an open set in IRP containing y,= 0 as described in
Definition 1.For z,, E IRP and t, E Z let y(t) = (t - t,)z,. Choose a subin- 
terval Jc Z containing t, such that y(t) E W for all t E J and take 
x0 = 0 E R”. By assumption there xists an admissible u:.Z+ Rm and a C’- 
function 4: J-r R” such that 
d(t) = A(t) 4(t) + B(t) u(t), No> = 09 
W(t) = w> $(t> 
for all t E J. Thus 
u;(t) = z,, = C(t) A(t) o(t) + C(t) B(t) u(t) + C(t) d(t), 
In particular, fort = t,, z,, = C(t,) B(t,) u(t,). Since z0 and t, are arbitrary 
we have shown that rank C(t) B(t) = p for all t E I. 
We assume now that the condition holds. By Lemma 1 there xists a
C-r-mapping E: I-+ L(p, m) such that C(t) B(t) E(t) = id, for all tE I. Let 
y,, E Rp and w: J+ RP be a C-mapping with Jc Z and y(t,) = yO. Choose 
any x0 E W” such that C(t,)x, = y,. 
Consider the nonhomogeneous linear differential equation on R” with 
C’- l-coefficients: 
x” = A(t).? + B(t) E(t)[ u;(t) - C(t)2 - C(t) A(t)x’]. 
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Let 4: J-P R” be its unique C-solution satisfying Q(t,) =x0. Define 
w = JwIy;(t) - d(f) 4(f) - C(t) A (f> qqf)], t E J. 
Then J(t) = A(t) 4(t) + B(t) u(t) and 
C(t) W) 44 = u;(f) - w $(t> - C(t) A (4 $w); 
hence 
Since v(to) = Y, = C@,> Wo) we conclude that v(t) = C(t) 4(t), tE J. Thus 
we have shown that the C-l-input U: J-+ Rm satisfies the system 
Two) = x0 3 (44 
(4b) 
for all t E J. 1 
Remark 1. Observe that the input U, which reproduces the given output 
v/, takes values in the variable p-dimensional subspace U(t) = E(t)(lRp) of
Rm. If it is only required to reproduce the output on some sufficiently small 
interval containing a given to E J, then the corresponding control can be 
chosen to take values in a fixed p-dimensional subspace of Rm. Indeed, for 
to E J the assumption rank C(t,) B(t,) = p implies the existence of a p- 
dimensional subspace U, of R”’ such that the mapping 
coo> Wo)luo:  -+ PJp 
is a linear isomorphism. By the assumed continuity of the (matrix) functions 
C(f) and B(t) there exists a 6 > 0 such that C(t) B(t)lUO is a linear 
isomorphism for every t E (to - 6, to + 6) f7 J. We can set 
for t E (to - 6, to + 6) n J and proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark 2. In proving the necessity of the condition rank C(t) B(t) = p 
for all t we actually used a seemingly weaker concept of reproducibility for
system (3) at 0 E IRJ’: the initial point x0 E R” was specified to be 0. The 
implications ofthis remark will be discussed later. 
Remark 3. One obtains, in a straightforward way, variants of Theorem 1 
by modifying the definition freproducibility appropriately and by replacing 
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C’paths in IRP by paths which are C”, piecewise smooth, etc. Note, 
however, that even if the coefficients in (3) are analytic, our construction 
yields a global right inverse of CB which is of class C” but not analytic. 
Therefore one can assert only that analytic paths in IRp are reproducible by 
means of C-inputs. 
Remark 4. If A, B and C are constant linear mappings (matrices) then 
Theorem 1 can be obtained from Theorem 4.1 in [2]. 
Observe that if B and C are constant matrices (with rank CB = p) then 
the m x p matrix E can be put in a particularly simple form. One can find 
bases in iR” and IRp so that the product CB is transformed toa p X m 
matrix, P, with 
P= [Mi Iv], 
the p x p matrix M being nonsingular, and N a p x (m - p) matrix. Then 
(see Remark 1) M-l E= . . . . [ 1 0
We turn to our deferred consideration of F as a mapping from one 
function space to another. Here we concentrate on the properties ofthe 
input-output mapping for system (3). This mapping, F, associates to every 
C’-l-input U: I+ IRm and every initial condition (t,, x0) E Z x IR” the C’- 
output w = ~(t; U, t,, x,,) determined by (4). Thus 
F: G+‘,m(Z) x Z x IR” + V’qp(Z); (5) 
5?Yk~“(Z) denotes the linear space of all Ck-mapping from the interval Z to IR”. 
This function space will be equipped with the standard topology of uniform 
convergence of all derivatives up to and including order k on compact 
subsets of Z (the compact-open Ck-topology) and is metrizable (see 181). 
One can now state a ready consequence of the proof of Theorem 1, and 
the continuous dependence of the solution f(4a) on the input function U.
COROLLARY 1. Let A, B, C satisfy the hq’potheses ofTheorem 1. Then: 
(i) F is continuous; 
(ii) the mapping 
F (&: %Y- ’ JyZ) -+ %Y;*p(z) = {y E WJyZ) 1 ly(t,) = C(t,)x,) 
defined by F,O,x,(u)(t) = ~(t; t,, x,,, u) is onto for every (t,, x0) E Z X IR” if 
and only ifrank C(f) B(f) = p for all t E I. 
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If (ii) holds then each F,O,xO admits a continuous right inverse 
G +“: w;yz) -+ Q’- ‘Jyl), 
i-e.3 (F,o,,o 0 GlO,,,)w = w for all w E WL*p(I). The mapping Gto,xo can be 
realized by an input-output system of the form 
1 = /qt)x + B(t) j, x(&l) = x0 9 (64 
w = Jqt)[C(t)x + 4’19 (6b) 
--- 
where y E IRp, x E IR”, w E W”, all the coeflcients are of class Cr-‘, A, B, C 
depend on A, B, C, E, and C(t) B(t) E(t) = id, for all t E I. In particular, if
x0 = 0 E IR” then QL*p(Z) is a vector subspace of Pvp(I) and the mappings 
F lo,xo and Glo,xo are linear and continuous. 
Remark 5. It should be noted that the mapping G,,,O is a selection 
function assigning to every given path in @:J’ a well-defined C-i-input 
which reproduces this path as an output of system (4). This selection is
continuous, i.e., neighboring C-outputs of system (4) can be reproduced by 
means of neighboring C-‘-inputs. Further, these controls may be viewed as 
outputs of the linear system (6). 
Observe also that although we started with g(t, x) = C(t)x independent of
o, in (3b), the realization (6) of GlO,xO has “outputs” w which depend 
explicitly on both x and the “inputs” 4’. One is thus led to a consideration of 
the more general case (l), as is done at the end of this section and in 
Section 3. 
Consider a given triplet (uo, to, x0) E SYP1,,(l) x Z X R” and let w. = 
F(u,, to, x0) E @2p(I), where F is the input-output mapping defined by (3) 
(or, equivalently, by (4)), with 4o(t) = A(t) + B(t) u,(t), #o(to) =x0. 
Similarly, for an arbitrary triplet (u, to, {) E P-i,“‘(l) x I x R” (with to 
fixed) let 4, w be the mappings defined by (4), with #(to) = <. Introduce the 
translations 
w = u(t) - u,(t), 40)=4(t) - #o(t>v G(t) =v(t) - WOW, (7) 
for t E I. Then w = F(ti, to, l- x0) and 
&t> = A (9 &t> + B(t) W, &to> = r - x0 9 
for t E I. By taking r= x0 one obtains another corollary ofTheorem 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A, B and C satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
Then system (3) is locally C-reproducible at 0 E IRp (and hence globally C’- 
reproducible) tfand only tf for every (uo, to, x0) E V-1*m(I) x I x II?” the 
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mazN% Fj,,,,o admits a continuous global right inverse at uO. That is, there 
exists a continuous mapping Glo,xs: Q:*(Z) + gr-‘Vm(Z) such that 
(Fto,xo 0 G LOJO) VI = v 
for every w E SY~p(Z) and 
(G to,xg 0 Ft,,&o = uo- 
ProoJ Because of Corollary 1, it is only necessary toshow that he right 
inverse G,o,,O can be chosen to satisfy 
(G to.xg 0 F,,.,J uo = uo 0 
Now observe that the realization f the right inverse GjO,,O given in 
Corollary 1 will satisfy the above condition if x0 = 0 and u. = 0. For the 
general case one can use the translations (7)and verify, easily, that the 
desired right inverse can be realized by the input-output system 
i = [A(t) - B(t) E(t) d(t) - B(t) E(t) C(t) A(t)] x
+ B(t) E(O(jl - V;oWh x(4)) = 0, 
co = -E(t)[d(t) + C(t) A(t)]x t E(t)(j - Go(t)) + u,(t), 
where v. = FjO,,O(uo) and E is a global right inverse of 0. I 
We now are in a position to make a careful comparison of our 
Definition 1 and its consequences, with the definition f functional 
reproducibility adopted by Brockett and Mesarovic [1, Definition 2, p. 5521 
and their conclusions. For the convenience ofthe reader, we restate h re the 
Brockett-Mesarovic definition i a form consistent with our notation. 
Moreover, to simplify matters we will restrict our attention to linear 




Let R, be the interval (0 t co); let I, be the compact interval 10, T], 
r > 0; and let 
F: B”*“(lR+) x IR, x R”+WJ’(R+), 
r: QO*“(Z,) x I, x IF?” + Q’~“(Z,) 
be the input-output mappings for (3’) defined as in (5). For y E Vk*“(Z), 
where Z is some interval ofR, set 
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DEFINITION 1’. (See [l].) The h omogeneous response of system (3’) 
from the initial state x,, (i.e., the output of system (3’) corresponding to the 
zero control and the initial condition (0, x,,)) is said to be functionally 
reproducible if for every r~ > 0 and every r > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that if 
w E %‘“*p(iR + ), w(O) = Cx, and 
then there exists a u E ~07m(lR +) satisfying (] u/IO < v and P(u, 0, x0) = w, 
where u and v are restricted o the interval Z,. 
The norm I] ]ln is apparently required because of the use of Laplace 
transform techniques inthe proofs of some of the results in[ 11. As the next 
proposition will show, the norm ]] (In is actually unnecessary inthe sense that 
one can equally well use the weaker norm ]] ]i. In particular, functional 
reproducibility as given in Definition 1’actually implies the realization of a
class of outputs larger than that specifically indicated inthe definition. 
PROPOSITION 1. For the linear input-output system with constant coef- 
ficients (3’) the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) rank CB = p; 
(ii) for every x0 E R” and for every t > 0 the mapping 
F o,xo: ~‘OJyZ,) --) %y(Z,) 
is onto, where 
qJ(zJ = {u/ E F”qZ,) (y(O) = Cx,]; 
(iii) for every x0 E R” and for every n > 0, r > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such 
that tf w E gA*p(Z,) and 
II v - WA 0, x,>ll~ < 6, 
then there xists a u E Q”~“‘(lR +) satisfying I( uIjo < n and 
Fyu, 0, x0) = v; 
(iv) for every x0 E R” the homogeneous response of (3’) from x0 is 
functionally reproducible (inthe sense of Definition 1’). 
Proof. (i) o (ii). This is just property (ii) of Corollary 1. 
(i) + (iii). The existence of a u E Y”~m(Zr) satisfying (Iu]lo < v and 
F(u, 0, x0) = w follows from the continuity of the global right inverse 
G o,X0: GFAYp(Z,) -+ Qo9”(Z,) for the mapping FO,x,, given by Corollary 2.
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Clearly u can be extended to a continuous mapping defined on R, with the 
same properties. 
(iii) 3 (iv). This is a consequence of the inequality 
IIYII, G IIYIln 
for y E q’“,p(I). 
(iv) =S (i). The proof is similar to that given in Theorem 1. Fix 
x0 = 0 E R”, v = t = 1 and let 6 > 0. Consider a Cm-function [: R + + R 
such that c(t) = 1 for 0 < t < i, and c(t) = 0 for t > 1. Let z0 E IRP be such 
that ]]zO]] < 6 and set W(t) = tl;(t)z, fort E R, . It is clear that I] VI],, < K6 for 
some K which depends only on the choice of [. 
By assumption, there exists a u E GY”*m(R+) such that F’(u, 0,O) = VI. 
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1 we see that 
z. = y;(O) = CBu(0). 
This implies that the image of the linear mapping CB contains an open ball 
in RD. Hence rank CB = p. m 
Remark 6. The equivalence (i) o (iv) in Proposition 1 is at variance 
with a claim in [ 1, Theorem 1, p. 5561, stating that all homogeneous 
responses of system (3’) are functionally reproducible ifand only if the 
[np X m(2n - I)]-matrix (that is, the associated linear mapping) 
CB CAB CA2B . . . CA”-‘B CA”B . . . CA*“-zB 
. . . CA”-2B CA”-‘B . . . CA2”-‘B 
6 6 . . . & CiB . . . : 1 CA”‘+ 
has rank np. It is easy to see that the condition rank CB = p implies rank 
M, = np. Indeed, if rank M, < np, then there exist n row vectors 
u, ,..., u,, E Rp, not all of which are zero, such that (u, ..., v,)M, = 0. Let 
oiO # 0 and let a, = 0 for i < i,. Partitioning theproduct matrix (0, ..., u,)M, 
into n p-dimensional row vectors, we see that the i,th such row vector is 
UioCB = 0 and this is impossible ifrank CB = p. 
However, the assumption that rank M, = np does not in general imply 
that rank CB = p, as the following example will show. 
EXAMPLE 1. Take m = n = 2, p = 1 and consider the input-output 
system 
x, =x2, &=w,, J’=X,, (8) 
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where (x,, x2) E I?‘, (or, co*) E lR2, y E IR. We have 
A=[; ;I, B=[Y ;I, C=[l,O], 
hence 
CB = [O, 01, CAB = [ IO], CA2B = [O, O] 
so that 
M = CB CAB CA2B 1 [ 001000 2 0 CB CAB =000010* 1 
Thus, rank 44, = 2 = np and rank CB = 0. We can see directly that the 
homogeneous response of system (8) from the initial state 0 E I?’ is not 
functionally reproducible. Indeed, as before let c: IR + + [R be a P-function 
such that c(t) = 1 for 0 < t < , , f , and c(t) = 0 for t >, 1. For arbitrary E > 0 set 
y(t) = &f<(f), t E R + . One finds that ]] ~(1~ < KE for some K which depends 
only on the choice of c. We claim that w cannot be an output of system (8) 
corresponding to the initial state 0 E iR2. For suppose that 
v4) = ho), 41(t) = 02WY /2(f) = m, 
for 0 <t < 1, where #i(O) = #JO) = 0 and U, = [0, l] + I? is continuous. 
Then 
E = @(O) = (1(O) = &(O) = 0, 
and this is clearly a contradiction. 
It should be pointed out that he mapping w can be realized asan output if 
the initial state is allowed to vary: take ur(t) = 2&<(t) + et&t) and the initial 
state (0, E) E IR’. In fact, the input-output mapping F for system (8) is onto 
(only for I = co ; see also Remark 2). 
Remark 7. In the case where n = p and the matrix C in (3’) is inver- 
tible, it is true that rank M,, = np implies rank CB = p. For assume that 
rank CB < p and choose a nonzero p-dimensional row vector u such that 
uCB = 0. The nonzero row vector 
w = (u, -&AC- ‘, 0,..., 0) E R”” 
yields w&f, = 0; hence rank M, < np. 
We now consider some implications f Remark 2 and Example 1. Recall 
that under the assumptions of Theorem 1 the mapping Flo,xo: W-‘~m(l)+ 
q;P(I) is onto for every (t,, x,) E I X [R” if and only if rank C(f) B(t) = p 
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for every t E I. This means that every P-mapping w: I+ Rp is reproducible 
via system (4) by means of a C’-‘-input U:I+ lRm for each choice of initial 
conditions in(4a) satisfying C(t,)x, = W(t,,). 
It is often useful to consider a weaker concept of reproducibility for 
system (3) by requiring only the surjectivity of he full input-output mapping 
F: ~r-‘*m(Z) X Z X R” -+ ‘FrVp(Z). As Example 1 shows, for r = co this 
condition is indeed weaker than the surjectivity of each of the mappings 
F 10,X0. We prove next that for 1 ,< r < co the two conditions are equivalent. 
THEOREM 2. Let A, B and C satisfy the assumptions ofTheorem 1 with 
1 < r < co. The input-output mapping of system (3), F: er-‘,m(Z) X Z X R” -+ 
G5r*p(Z), is onto if and only ifrank C(t) B(t) = p for all t E I. 
Proof. Because of Corollary 1 only the necessity ofthe condition needs 
to be proved. We reason by contradiction. Assume that the mapping F is 
onto and that rank C(f) B(f) < p for some fe I. Keeping the second variable 
in F fixed at f we obtain the continuous linear mapping 
defined by 
Z-(u, x)(t) = C(t) n(t, f)x + C(t) 
I 
’ a(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, 
i 
where l2(t, ?)E L(n, n) is the fundamental (matrix) solution of i = A(t)x, 
Q(c f) = id,,. Itis immediate that r is onto. 
Consider a compact subinterval I,, of Z containing ? and the mapping 
r,: Q’- ’ yz,) x IR” + Q’qz,) 
induced by r (r,, is a mapping between Banach spaces). Clearly r, is also 
onto, and so is every sufliciently small perturbation of r,, (see [9]). That is, 
there xists an E > 0 such that every continuous linear mapping 
A: $f?- lvm(Zo) X iR” + @r’p(z,) 
satisfying 
I14u9 4 - G(u, x)ll, G Emax(ll u l- Ip Ilxll> 
for all u E SF-l,m(Z,,) andx E R” is surjective. 
On the other hand, let 
2: I,, + L(n, n), B: I, -4 L(m, n) 
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be arbitrary Q’- l-mappings and C: I, +L(n, p) be of class C’. As before the 
input-output mapping of the system 
i = X((t)x + B(t)o, 
y = C(‘<t)x 
induces the continuous linear mapping 
given by 
- 
r: SF- ‘,yzo) x R” + ~r’p(zo) 
I;@, x)(t) = c(t) i&t, f)x + c(l) (i’ d(t, s) g(s) u(s) ds, 
where fi(t, F)is the fundamental (matrix) solution fi = z((t)x, a(< f) = id,. 
It is easy to see that there xists an q > 0 such that 
II~G4 4 - ~oh x>lL G 6 max(ll4L Ilxll> 
for all (u, x) E gr- l,m(Zo) X R” as soon as 
(9) 
We now approximate the given mappings A, B, C on the compact interval I0
by certain smoother mappings x, B, C satisfying the inequalities (9)and 
hence the norm condition E First choose C-mappings A: IO + L(n, n), B: 
I, + L(m, n) such that 
max {sup /I Z;“‘(Z) - C”‘(t)11 1 < V/2. 
O<i<r fdO 
Note that A, B, and C can be chosen to be polynomial functions. 
Set z=A and 
B(t) = B(t) - if(i) + B(f), 
C(t) = C(t) - C(f) + C(f) 
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for t E I,. Clearly B and c are of class C’ and Cr+ ‘, respectively, and satisfy 
the inequalities (9). 
For this choice of 2, B, and r? consider the surjective mapping F and -- _- 
notice that rank C(t) B(t) = rank C(r) B(F) < p. Let V be a complement of -- -- 
W= C(t)B(t)(Rm) in Rp and let P: IRp - V be the projection mapping 
induced by the decomposition Rp = V@ W. It is easy to construct a C’- 
mapping v: I, -+ V which is not r + 1 times differentiable at E Select a 
u E ~r~l~m(ZO) and an x,, E R” such that 
d(t) = 44 $w + B(t) u(t), $(r> =x0, 
v(t) = w m 
for t E I,. Differentiate the second relation and apply the projection P to 
both sides: 
It’(t) = P@(t) qqt) + PC(t) X(t) 4(t) + PC(t) B(t) u(t). 
Since the mapping t -+ Pc(t)&t) is of class C’ on ‘_o and -- _- 
PC(t) B(t)(lRm) = 0, it is easy to verify that the mapping t + PC(t) B(t) u(t) 
is r times differentiable at i It folldws that @ is r times differentiable at 6 a 
contradiction. 1
COROLLARY 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 the surjectivity of 
the full input-output mapping F of system (3) implies the existence ofa 
continuous right inverse of F, 
G: FFJ’(Z) --t SP’~“(Z) x I x R”. 
Proof Since rank C(t) = p for all t E Z there exists a global right inverse 
Z?: I-+ L(p, n) of C. Fix some to E Z and, with the notation used in Corollary 
1, set, for every v E 5Y”*p(Z), 
G(w) = Wtu,,,(w), to, XJE SF-‘*“(Z) x Z x R”, 
where x0 = Z?(t,) v(t,). It is immediate that G is continuous and that 
(F 0 G) w = w for all v E Q’*p(Z). 1 
Remark 8. Example 1 shows that for r > 2 the C-reproducibility of
system (3) by means of Ck-inputs with k < r - 2, i.e., the surjectivity of the 
input-output mapping Qk*m(Z) X Z X R ” -P %‘r*p(Z), does not necessarily 
imply the condition rank C(t)B(t) = p for all t E I. This variant of C’- 
reproducibility has been considered by various authors (see, e.g., [2,4, 5 1). 
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We conclude this section with a brief discussion f“full” linear input- 
output systems 
i = A(t)x + B(t)w, P) 
y = C(t)x + D(t)o, (lob) 
where oE Rm, xE R”,yE Rp and 
A:Z+L(n,n), B:Z-+L(m,n), C:Z+L(n,p), D:Z+L(m,p) 
are given mappings. The reproducibility of such systems with constant coef- 
ficients has been studied in [2,4, 111. 
Consider the system 
i =A(t)x + B(t)o, 
ci, = u, 
y = C(t)x + D(f)w 
(11) 
or, instead, the system 
i = Z((r)z + B(t)o, 
y = C(it)z, 
where z = (x, w) E IF?” X Rm = I?“+“, u E Rm, y E Rp, and 
A-= [“o q, B= [E9,], C=[C,D] 
(Em denotes the constant mapping which is the identity inL(m, m) for each 
t E Z). We assume first that the mappings A, B are of class C’-’ and C, D 
are of class C’, 1 < r < co. It is immediate that he input-output mapping of 
system (lo), F: dram X Z X R” + SF ‘v”(Z) issurjective if and only if the 
input-output mapping of system (11) 
F: 59”-‘*“(Z) x zx (Rm+n -+ Q’*P(Z) 
is surjective. Thus Theorems 1 and 2 yield the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B be of class C’-’ and C, D be of class C’, 
1 < r < co. The following statements are pairwise equivalent: 
(a) System (10) is locally C’-reproducible at0 E Rp by means of C’- 
inputs. 
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(b) System (10) is globally C’-reproducible at every y, E IRP by means 
of C-inputs. 
(c) rank D(t) = p for all t E I. 
Remark 9. A straightforward modification of the proofs of Theorems I 
and 2 shows that if A, B, C and D are only continuous then the conclusion 
of Theorem 3 holds for r = 0. Notice that this theorem does not hold for 
r = co (see Example 1). 
3. NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 
We investigate th reproducibility of nonlinear systems of the form (1). 
We start as before by assuming that the mapping g does not depend on w: 
f = f(t, x7 w), 
y = g(t, x). 
(12) 
We now assume that he mappings f: Z X V x U -+ R” and g: Z X V+ Rp are 
of class C’-’ and Cr, respectively, with r > 2. For given initial conditions 
(r, <) E I x I/ and for an admissible C’-‘-input U:J-+ U, where J is a subin- 
terval of Z containing r,let 4: J-t V, v: J-+ Rp be defined by 
cbw = m #(th u(t)), i(r) = r7 
v(t) = g(t, !w>> 
(13) 
for all tE J. We write w = F(u, 5, <) E O’*p(J). 
Consider a fixed triplet (u@, t,, x0) E @r-lqm(l,,) x 1, x V, where u,, is 
admissible for (12) and (to, x0). Let #,,: +lT?P be defined by (13), with r = t,, 
<=x0. If f is not linear in x it is in general not true that there xists a
neighborhood of U, in GY-““‘(Z,) consisting ofadmissible inputs for system 
(12) and the pair (to, x0). This difficulty in defining the domain of the 
input-output mapping F does not occur if the interval I,is compact. In. this 
latter case the continuity of4 and v/ with respect to initial conditions and 
parameters implies that there xist neighborhoods g0of u0 in ‘GY--l,“‘(ZO), V, 
of x,, in V and J,, of t, in I, such that every input ZJ E P0 is admissible for 
(12) and each pair (5, <) E Jo x V,, .Thus the restriction of F to the product 
of these neighborhoods takes values in 9’,p(Z,): 
For brevity we shall refer to &,, JO, V, as distinguished n ighborhoods of
uO, t,, x0, respectively. 
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DEFINITION 2. Let u,,: I, + U be an admissible C-l-input for system 
(12) and the initial condition (to, x0) E I, x I’, where I, is a compact subin- 
terval of I. System (12) is called (locally) Cr-reversible orfunctionally C’- 
reproducible at (u,, t,, x0) if for every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that every 
satisfying 
is reproducible via system (12) and the initial condition (to, x0) by means of 
a (continuous) admissible input u: Z, + U, with 1) u- u0 I],, < E. 
Observe that for Z,, = [0, r], r> 0, and u0 = 0, C-reversibility at (0, 0, x,-J 
implies the functional reproducibility of F(0, 0, x,) in the sense of 
Definition 1’(see also Proposition 1). 
Now let uE g0 and 4: I0 --f V, w: I, -+ Rp be defined by (13), with t = t,, 
< = x0. Thus w = F,&u). Using the translations (7)for t E I,, one finds that 
U, $ and tj satisfy thezsystem 
iw> =a &-<t>9 W>), &J = 0, 
9%) = a &-(t>), 
(14) 
where 
fit, %a) = f(h 2 + #o(O, 6 + u,(O) - S(f, 90(r), %W), 
for t E I, and 2, 0 ranging over suitable n ighborhoods of0 in IR”, IRm, 
respectively. Observe that the mappings j: and g are again of class C’-’ and 
C’, respectively. Sincef(t, 0 O) = 0 and g(t, 0) = 0 for each t E I, it is clear 
that system (12) is C-reversible at (u,, t,, x0) if and only if the system 
k = f(f, 3cq, 
p = g(t, X) (15) 
is C-reversible at (0, t,, 0) E Q’- l*m(Z,) X I, x I?“. Notice that iff is linear 
in x and in w and g is linear in x, then by the results of Section 2 C’- 
reproducibility at 0 E iRp is equivalent to C-reversibility at every triplet 
(u(), t , x0) E GPlqz) x z x n?“. In order to establish a sufftcient (but not 
always necessary) condition for the local C-reversibility of s stem (12) we 
need the following known result (see, e.g., [6]). 
LEMMA 2. Let vk: I+ R”, 1 Q k Q p < m, be P-mappings, where Z is an 
interval in R and s > 0. Zf the vectors {vk(t)}, 1<k < p, are linearly 
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independent for each t E I then there xist m - p C-mappings v,: I -+ W”, 
p + I < I < m, such that the vectors {v,(t)}, 1 < i < m, form a basis of W for 
each t E I. 
THEOREM 4. Let I, be a compact subinterval of I, let uO: I,--+ U be an 
admissible C-‘-input for system (12) and the initial condition (to, x0) E 
I, x V, and let o,,: I, -+ V, vO: I, -+ R* be defined by (13), with z= t,, l=x,. 
If 
rank [g (t, HOW) g 03 #o(t) uow] = P 
for all t E I,, then (12) is C-reversible at (uO, t,, x0). Furthermore, if(16) 
holds then there xists a distinguished n ighborhood %‘0 of u,, such that the 
mapping 
F to,xo: %I -+ @r’pvo) 
admits a continuous local right inverse G,,,xO. This means that there xists a 
neighborhood TO of wO = F(u,, t,, x,,) in Q~~*(I,,) anda continuous mapping 
G t,,XO: TO -i PO satisfying 
Gto,x&Wo) = uo 3 (Fto,xo o G,o,xo) v/ = Iv 
for all VI E 7;. 
Proof According to the comments preceding Lemma 2 we can assume 
that 
f (t, 030) = 0, .!a 0) = 0 for each t E I,, 
u. = 0 E w- ““(I,), x,=OE R” 
and hence tie(t) = 0, ye(t) = 0 for all tE I,. 
Our reasoning is similar to the argument in the proof of Theorem 1. Let 
l/l E Sq’P(Io) = (y E Er’*(Io) 1 Y(to) = O} 
be reproducible via system (12) and the initial condition (to, 0) by means of 
a (yet unknown) C’-‘-input :IO + Rm. Then for all t E IO, 
(17) 
where 
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In order to obtain a C-‘-solution u(t) of this equation we use the implicit 
function theorem. This can be done directly ifm = p, and can be accom- 




M(t) = $ (t, 0, 0,O) = - 2 (t, 0) g (t, 0,O) E L(m, p), 
hence rank M(t) = p for each f E IO. 
If m = p it follows from the implicit function theorem that for every rE I, 
there exist an interval .Z, containing 7 and open in I,, neighborhoods 
U,, V,, W, of 0 in U, V, Rp, respectively, and a unique mapping [, : 
J, x VT x W, -+ U, such that 
for (t,x,r~)EJ,x V,X W,. This mapping [, is of class C’-‘. Since 
,~(t, 0 0,O) = 0 for every t E Z the uniqueness of [, implies that [,(t, 0 O) = 0 
for all t E J,. Since the interval I,, is compact there exist finitely many 
ti E I,,, 1< i < d, such that I, = uf=‘=, J*,. Let ZJ,, = nf=‘=, UTi and choose 
neighborhoods V,,, W,, of 0 in R”, Rp, respectively, suchthat V. c nfz, Vri, 
W,, c fir’=, W*, and &(Jr, x V,, x W,,) c U,, .The above uniqueness property 
implies that [,,(t, x, q) = &(t, x, g) for every t E Jri n Jrj, x E V,,, q E W,. 
Thus one gets, in the standard fashion, a C’- l-mapping 
r:z,x VOX w,+u, 
with the properties 
r;(t, 0, 0) = 0, iu(t, x rt, &, -5 tl>) = cl (18) 
for (t,x,rt)EZ,x VOX W,. 
Consider now the case m > p. Since A4 is a C-‘-mapping and rank 
M(t) = p for all t E I,,, it follows from Lemma 2 that there xists a C’-*- 
mapping fl: I, + L(m, m - p) such that the linear mapping (M(r), m(f)) E
L(m, m) is invertible foreach t E I,. Choose a basis in Rm and consider the 
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determinant ofthe corresponding (m X m)-matrix which we denote now by 
[M(t), A(t)]. Since Z, is compact and the determinant function is continuous 
one has 
Idet[M(t), ZV(t)]l > K > 0 
for all t E I,. Choose an E > 0 with the property that 
Idet{ [M(t), N(t)] + D}l 2 K/2 
for every t E I,, and every (m x m)-matrix D such that ]] Dll < E. By the 
Weierstrass approximation theorem we can find an [(m - p) x ml-matrix 
N(t) whose entries are polynomials in t such that I] N(t) - N(t)]] < E for all 
t E I,. Thus we obtain a Cm-mapping N: R + L(m, m - p) such that the 
linear mapping (M(t), N(t)) E L(m, m) is invertible for each t E I,. Apply 
the implicit function theorem to the C’-‘-mapping 
defined by v(t, x, q, w) = (,a@, x q, w), N(t)w). The same argument as before 
yields a C-‘-mapping <: I, x I’,, x W,, --t U,, which satisfies (18) for a 
suitable choice of U,, V,, and W,,. 
We are now ready to prove the reproducibility of every sufficiently small 
w E QrYp(Z,). Let Y0 be a neighborhood f 0 in Q2p(Z,) such that t$(t) E W,, 
for all w E Y0 and t E I,,. For each such w consider the initial value problem 
for t E I,, and denote by $,,, its unique C-l-solution. Notice that if Y0 is 
sufficiently small then (18) guarantees that #* is defined on all of I, and 
satisfies #,Jt) E V,, for all t,. Define u, E @r-“m(Z,) by 
It follows from (18) and the definition of ,u that #ti and U, satisfy (17), hence 
Since $(tJ = 0 and g(tO, g,(Q) = g(tO, 0) = 0 we conclude that v(t) =
g(t, (Jt)) for all t E I,. Thus F,Ju,) = w for every ly E To. 
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Finally, the mapping G,O,o: Y, + %Y-‘*m(Z,J defined by G&w) = U$ 
satisfies G,,,(O) = 0, can be realized asthe output of the system 
and is hence continuous. fl 
Remark 10. For m > p the solution cl0 of Eq. (17) depends on the 
choice of the mapping N and is therefore not unique. The example below 
shows that condition (16) is not always necessary for the C-reversibility of 
system (12) at (uO, t,, x0). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let m = n = p = 1 and consider the system 
i=C03, Y = x, 
where x, y, w E R. It is immediate that for every r > 1 this system is C’- 
reversible at a,, = 0, t, = 0, x0 = 0 and that condition (16) fails. 
Remark 11. The above proof of Theorem 4 does not rely on Theorem 1; 
in fact, it is a modification of the proof of that theorem. By using standard 
techniques ininfinite-dimensional analysis, itis possible togive a proof of a 
result closely related to Theorem 4 which uses Theorem 1 directly. 
Specifically, one can show that if f is C’ (r > 1) and g is C’+ i, then the 
mapping Ft,,o is Cl-Frechet differentiable nd F,JPO) contains an open 
neighborhood of 0 in the space g:p(ZO). The link between Theorems 1 and 4 
is contained in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4 system (12) is C’- 
reversible at (u,,, t,, x0) if the linearized system (3) is C’-reproducible at
0 E IRp, with 
A (4 = g (t, qw), u,(t)), 
B(t) = g (6 qMt>, u,(t)), 
C(t) = g 0, h(t)), tEz,. 
Remark 12. The proof of Theorem 4 shows that if (16) holds, then a C’- 
mapping w: I, + IRP satisfying y(t,) = g(t,,, x ,) is reproducible y means of a 
C-‘-input if I$ is (uniformly) sufficiently c ose to I$,. This property is 
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independent ofthe behavior of the higher derivatives of w. If tq and its first k 
derivatives, k < r, converge uniformly to wO, etc. then ur and its first k - 1 
derivatives converge uniformly to u,, etc. We do not know whether an 
analogue of Theorem 2 holds for system (12), i.e., whether condition (16) is 
necessary for the local reproducibility of C-paths by means of C’- ‘-inputs. 
We now consider the reversibility of nonlinear input-output systems of the 
general form (1): 
1 = f(t, x, w), 
where the mappings f: Z x V x U-P R” and g: Z x VX U+ Rp are of class 
C’, r > 2. Let I, be a compact subinterval ofZ and uO: I, -+ U be an 
admissible C-input for (1) and some initial condition (to, x,,) E I, X V. As in 
the case of system (12) there xist distinguished n ighborhoods P0 of u0 in 
~r~m(Z,J, V of x,, in V and J,, of t, in I,, such that every uE g0 is admissible 
for (1) and each initial condition (r, r) E J, x I’,. This defines the 
input-output mapping of system (1) on P0 X J, X V,: 
F: PO x .I,-, x V,, -+ P’p(Z,). 
Notice that in the case of system (1) one has to consider C-inputs in order 
to obtain Foutputs. In particular, if the initial condition (to, x0) is fixed, 
one has the mapping 
defined by F’lO,xO(u) = w, where w satisfies (2): 
i(f) = f(t, +w>9 u(t)>, $(to) = x0 3 
VW = L?(G m W), fEZ,. 
On defines (local) C’-reversibility for s stem (1) at (uo, to, x0) as was 
done in Definition 2. 
THEOREM 5. Let Z, be a compact subinterval of Z, and uo: I, -+ U be an 
admissible C-input for system (1) and the initial condition (to, x0) E I, X V. 
Let 4,: Z,-+ V be deflned by 
dew = f(f9 QOWT u,(f)), @o(to> = x0 ’ (19) 
V 
rank $ (t, 4o(t), u,(t)> = P 
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for all t E I, then (1) is C-reversible at(u,, t,, x0). Furthermore, if(19) 
holds then there xist a distinguished n ighborhood gO of uO in QrTm(Zo), a 
neighborhood TO of y,, = FtO,x,(u,) in @:P(ZJ and a continuous local right 
inverse Go,,,, of Ft,,x,~ 
for every y E Yo. 
Proof. Our method of proof is analogous to that for Theorem 3. 
Consider the system 
1 = f (t, x, w), 
ti = u, 
Y = go, x, 0) 
or, instead, the system 
i = 3(f(t, z, fJ>, 
Y = g’(t, z), 
(1’) 
wherez=(x,w)EV~UciR~+“,aEIR~,yEIRPand 
SK z, t) = w, x, w), a), &, z) = go, x, w). 
Clearly the input v. = zi, E Q’-‘*“‘(Zo) is admissible for system (1’) and the 
intial condition (to, zo)= (to, x0,uo(to)). Set o.= u,(t,) and let yo: I, -+ 
V x U be the C-l-mapping defined by 
?oW = 303 YOWY ~00))9 YoQ> = (x0 3wo> = zo * 
Then 
rank [S (6 ?JoW) $9 Yo(4 DOW)] 
= rank 2 (t, do(t), u,(t)) = p. 
It follows from Theorem 4 that there xists a neighborhood go of u. in 
W-‘*m(Zo) such that the input-output mapping for (1’) 
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admits a continuous local right inverse 
G f,,ro: Tl+ %I:,, 
defined on a neighborhood Y0 of w0 in VIP(l,,), where 
WOW = g’(fT YOW) = g(t9 $oW, uow)~ fEI,. 
Now let SVO be a distinguished n ighborhood of U, in ‘PVm(ZO) for the 
input-output mapping F,O,,O ofsystem (1). Observe that if g0 is sufficiently 
small, then for every u E g0 the C-mapping u = H(u): I, -+ R” defined by 
I 
1 
u(t) = 00 + v(r) dt, tEz,, 
to 
takes values in U and lies in rz/, . Thus the mapping H: g0 --f P0 is continuous 
and H(u,) = uO. It is clear that 
4),&> = &,x0 o z-0 u
for all u E g0 and therefore, if Y0 is sufficiently small, 
for all v E YO. It follows that the mapping 
G toJo = H o Go,ro: T -+ %I 
is a continuous local right inverse of Ftoqxo. 1 
Remark 13. It can be shown that Theorem 5 remains valid iff is only of 
class C’- ’ for r > 2. 
We conclude with some comments concerning the preservation f
reproducibility under output reparametrization. 
Let t,u: J + IRP be the output of system (1) determined byan input U: J -+ U 
and the initial condition (f,, x0) E J X V. If a: H-t J is a differentiable 
change of the independent variable, where H is some interval ofiR and 
a(H) =J, then I,U o a is a reparametrization of the curve w(J) c Rp. Thus the 
reproducibility of he path v o a can be viewed as the reproducibility of he 
curve w(J) with changed velocity. Since v satisfies (2)one has, for all rE H, 
(4 0 4(ro) = x0 y 
where a(r,) = to. Therefore v 0 a is in general not reproducible via system 
(I), even if H c I. One can consider the reparametrization as i troducing a 
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new system, with a known relationship to (I), whose reproducibility can 
itself beinvestigated. 
However, under the assumptions of Theorems 1 and 3 the local C’- 
reproducibility at 0 E IRP of the linear systems (3) and (lo), respectively, 
implies the reproducibility of every C-path w in W and hence of each of its 
reparametrizations w 0 (r, where H c I and a is of class C’. 
Similarly, it is immediate that if system (1) is C-reversible at some triplet 
(uO, t,, x,,) E 5??r@(I,) X I, x V, where I,, is a compact subinterval of I and 
v. = &,,x,(~o) E ~~7pVo)9 then w. o CI is reproducible viasystem (1) for every 
(Y which is suffkiently “C’-close” tothe identity mapping of Z, onto itself. 
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